Lesson 09 No Room?

1. [Monday's lesson] Read Luke 2:1-7 in one or more versions of the Bible. Begin to learn your _____ text.

4. Meanwhile, in the stable one of the most significant events in the history of this planet was taking place. A very young mother, probably squeezing the _____ of her attentive husband, gave birth to a baby boy who attracted a lot of attention. But not from anyone in or near the noisy inn. All the celebration & the fanfare that accompanied His birth were happening in another dimension altogether.

6. Mary sighed in relief, gripped his _____ & gasped, "Joseph, the baby is going to be born soon!"

7. She wondered to herself, They must have come for the ____. Why else would anyone travel in her condition?

8. "Daughter, come here," her father called, frowning. Pushing through the crowded lobby, the girl _____ to where her father stood at the front desk.

10. She was wondering what would become of this seemingly insignificant little child born in the _____ tonight.

12. "We can't just send them away," the daughter ____. "How about the stables, Abba? At least those are warm & dry. They'll have a place to lie down & some privacy."

2. FTWTF - PowerPoint

3. The girl leaning against the inn wall didn't see or hear any of it. All she heard as she shook herself awake was a baby's cry. And all she saw was that the night sky _____ seemed a whole lot brighter. I must be imagining it, she thought to herself as she got up to go back inside the inn for the night.

5. The girl quietly pointed the husband toward the stable & watched him help the young mother-to-be dismount stiffly from the ____. 


9. FTWTF - Power Text

11. FTWTF - Title

Power Text - Galatians 4:4, 5, NIV

But when the time had fully come, God sent his Son, born of a woman, born under law to redeem those under law, that we might receive the full rights of sons.

Across

1. [Monday's lesson] Read Luke 2:1-7 in one or more versions of the Bible. Begin to learn your _____ text.

4. Meanwhile, in the stable one of the most significant events in the history of this planet was taking place. A very young mother, probably squeezing the _____ of her attentive husband, gave birth to a baby boy who attracted a lot of attention. But not from anyone in or near the noisy inn. All the celebration & the fanfare that accompanied His birth were happening in another dimension altogether.

6. Mary sighed in relief, gripped his _____ & gasped, "Joseph, the baby is going to be born soon!"

7. She wondered to herself, They must have come for the ____. Why else would anyone travel in her condition?

8. "Daughter, come here," her father called, frowning. Pushing through the crowded lobby, the girl _____ to where her father stood at the front desk.

10. She was wondering what would become of this seemingly insignificant little child born in the _____ tonight.

12. "We can't just send them away," the daughter ____. "How about the stables, Abba? At least those are warm & dry. They'll have a place to lie down & some privacy."

Down

2. FTWTF - PowerPoint

3. The girl leaning against the inn wall didn't see or hear any of it. All she heard as she shook herself awake was a baby's cry. And all she saw was that the night sky _____ seemed a whole lot brighter. I must be imagining it, she thought to herself as she got up to go back inside the inn for the night.

5. The girl quietly pointed the husband toward the stable & watched him help the young mother-to-be dismount stiffly from the ____. 


9. FTWTF - Power Text

11. FTWTF - Title